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Imagine 3D 3.0 3.0
https://vetusware.com/download/Imagine%203D%203.0%203.0/?id=16873
Imagine, from Impulse Inc, was a cutting-edge 3D modeling and ray tracing program, originally for
the Amiga computer and later also for MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows. Imagine was a derivative
of the software TurboSilver, which was also for the Amiga and written by Impulse. The Windows
version of the program was abandoned when Impulse dropped out of the 3D software market; but
the Amiga version is still maintained and sold by CAD Technologies. The Windows and DOS
versions have been made available in full along with other freely distributed products such as
Organica.

Imagine 3D 4.0 4.0
https://vetusware.com/download/Imagine%203D%204.0%204.0/?id=16874
Imagine, from Impulse Inc, was a cutting-edge 3D modeling and ray tracing program, originally for
the Amiga computer and later also for MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows. Imagine was a derivative
of the software TurboSilver, which was also for the Amiga and written by Impulse. The Windows
version of the program was abandoned when Impulse dropped out of the 3D software market; but
the Amiga version is still maintained and sold by CAD Technologies. The Windows and DOS
versions have been made available in full along with other freely distributed products such as
Organica.

Imagine 3D v2.0 2.0
https://vetusware.com/download/Imagine%203D%20v2.0%202.0/?id=16872
Imagine, from Impulse Inc, was a cutting-edge 3D modeling and ray tracing program, originally for
the Amiga computer and later also for MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows. Imagine was a derivative
of the software TurboSilver, which was also for the Amiga and written by Impulse. The Windows
version of the program was abandoned when Impulse dropped out of the 3D software market; but
the Amiga version is still maintained and sold by CAD Technologies. The Windows and DOS
versions have been made available in full along with other freely distributed products such as
Organica.

PageMaker 3.01 for Macintosh
https://vetusware.com/download/PageMaker%203.01%20for%20Macintosh/?id=16871
Aldus PageMaker 3.01 desktop publisher for Macintosh. 800k disk images.

The Auto Repair Shop Controller 3.14
https://vetusware.com/download/The%20Auto%20Repair%20Shop%20Controller%203.14/?id=16
876
The Auto Repair Shop Controller from MicroBiz gives you all the tools you need to manage
inventory better, track service history and promote sales effectively to existing customers. Used
daily, it will result in greater overall efficiency, control over profits and up to 25% more repeat
business. Your customers will continue coming back if you mail to them regularly.   Includes:
\auto\1\auto.exe = main prg PDF Manual DBU.exe = DOS DB Utility PKZIP.exe = ZIP DOS
PKUNZIP.EXE = UNZIP DOS   For Windows 10 (64-bit) compatibility install vDos or DOSBox.
Using vDos should be simpler to get you going. Unzip the \Autofolder and place it in the C:\vDos\
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directory. To start vDos.
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